Good morning everyone,
How strange it is after so many weeks of glorious weather to be writing
this as the rain patters against the skylight. For the first morning in some
quite considerable time, the curtains were not opened to a bright, sunny
outlook, but instead it was grey, dull and wet. The plants looked very
pleased as they had a very welcome bath. For several days, I have put off
the urge to let the sprinkler loose as the Met Office App promised me
rain, so yesterday I let the sprinkler free as I had no confidence in the
Met Office assertion of 90% chance of rain. This time they were right, of
course, but I had given the plants a gentle preparation. The primulas are
already looking stronger as the candelabras are not drooping so much.We
have had the frost, too, in the past week, which was a bit of a shock, but
as we all know “Ne’er cast a clout ’til May be out”! The fleeces were put
on some of the more delicate plants and all the seedlings, plus the dahlias
and other plants being hardened off, had to be carried back into the
greenhouse, which was a bit of a chore. It was impossible to protect
everything so some plants have suffered a bit, in particular the astilbes,
but only in two parts of the garden. The gunnera is looking a bit sad, but
will recover. One plant or tree was not looking best pleased by the recent
changeable weather; in fact it reminded me of an Angry Bird from that
obsessive phone game of a few years back.

On the whole, the garden is looking pretty good, but it is in that transition
period from the glories of early spring to what is about to burst forth
within the next few days. The azaleas are revving up, the peony buds are
getting bigger and heavier, my alliums have not opened yet, but the
ceanothus is splendid. Across the courtyard, our neighbours wisteria is

almost at its resplendent best and is causing many covetous looks! My
wisteria flowered beautifully several years back, then promptly died. I
have not replace it, but having watched Monty a week past (Nigel’s last
show) and his film of the wisteria in that programme did make me think of
trying again.
As we enter the ninth week of the Lockdown, the daily dose of walking
the streets around me has forced me to wander, on foot, ever further and
to discover walks I had done many years past or to discover parts of
Milngavie and its hinterland, which, to be honest, I did not know existed.
Mains Estate wood is a case in point. This stretches westward from the
Stockiemuir Road up to the covered reservoir behind Windyhills and it is a
lovely old, open wood with not a conifer in sight and lovely informal paths
winding their way through it. At the top you get a view of the Quarry
workings and some of the older, now unused faces, which have been
turned into very deep, treacherous lochs with lovely sandy beaches
inhabited by geese, seagulls and shell ducks. The wood is a natural
paradise and this year the bluebells (Scotch not Spanish) carpeted huge
areas creating a blue haze.

Unfortunately, not everyone has been responsible when out walking as I
had to catch a dog, which had run off from its owner and was harassing
the sheep in the field beside us. The farmer was not best pleased and in
his father’s day, the dog may well have been dispatched!
The wildlife around the garden continues to be fascinating. I am not happy
at the lack of variety in the small birds this year, plus the arrival of feral
pigeons and their wood cousins doesn’t do much for my mood. A good
number of rooks and magpies are also prevalent, but actually I think there
is enough food around for the smaller birds not to bother too much with
the feeders. The long tailed tits have been gorging themselves on the
spiders under the guttering, while the blue tits have been nibbling, in their
search for bugs, the draft proofing around my doors. The Dippers have
gone, but the pine marten is very active. Just this morning, the female

wandered into the courtyard carrying fresh squirrel for the family
breakfast. This is the second time in the past week it has been seen to
reduce the local grey squirrel population. I could point it in the direction
of a few others. But the other evening, whilst settling down to watch
another fascinating episode of “Normal People” (normal???), I saw the
hedgehog shuffling past the window. It was late, so the picture is not
wonderful.

Every garden should have at least one. They are so prehistoric somehow,
which adds to their fascination, plus the pine marten leaves it alone.
Sadly, the lockdown looks to be continuing in Scotland for a bit longer.
Garden Centres may open sometime soon (Caulders are now delivering) and
if you receive emails from the nurseries down south that have opened, a
lot of preparation and thought has been expended on making them safe
and socially distancing. Hopefully, the same will occur up here, but it will
be too late for our Summer Social, which I now officially have to declare
will not occur this year. You can keep your savouries and desserts aside
for next year in June, when we may be allowed to vist Marjorie and Colin’s
garden in Blanefield. I am keeping my fingers crossed that our meetings
will start again in September, but that will all depend upon what safety
methods we have to introduce. If it is social distancing in the Fraser
Centre, we may allow about six members in at a time! You will be kept
informed over the next few months, but in the meantime, the Programme
for 2020/21 will be published as usual in July/August just to whet your
appetites as to what may occur. It is another good collection of speakers.
If any Club Members or subscribers to this Newsletter, wish to share their
garden stories or to provide pictures of your gardens, then your Committee
is willing to try to see if we can put them on our website, for all to view
without the danger of me fouling up your systems with oversized emails.
This would be a good way for Members and our friends to communicate
and to illustrate that the gardening world does not just revolve around the
very amateur efforts up in my patch. If you are willing to try this, then
just email your photos, with words if you have them, to the Club address.

Our Web Maestro, Moira Adams, will then launch them onto the website.
One or rather several words of caution, the website is not the most
advanced in the western world so it cannot cope with weird and wonderful
effects. Simple is the most operative word! Please contribute, it could be
fun and give pleasure to quite a few of us. Continuing with matters
relevant to the Club, Barbara Adam, sadly a past member but still a Club
friend, mentions that she has been able to dispose, Covid-19 safely, of most
of her plastic pots to good homes and she knows that there are many
others wanting old plastic pots. If you wish to dispose of yours, Barbara
will advise her enquirers. Another friend of the Club has recommended the
effects of using wool and bracken compost on her plants in her pots. If
you look up Dalefoot Compost you will see what they have to offer and
they are based in Penrith, which is nearly in Scotland! I may well give this
a go.
As the rain is still falling, I am not exactly tempted to venture outside. I
have attempted to cultivate my barber skills again in a fleeting moment of
boredom and recklessness. If there is one certain fact to emerge from this
whole, almost monastic life it is that I have no future as a barber. To
answer Eleanor Scanlon’s questions after my last tonsorial escapade, it is as
though the strimmer, Flymo and scythe have all been used at the same
time. The effect is more patchwork than lawn care! On that note, I think it
is time to leave you in peace to enjoy a Sunday of reading the newspaper
about coronavirus, and nothing else. Continue to keep well, continue to
keep smiling and continue to enjoy your gardens. We are very fortunate to
have them.
With best wishes to you all,
Willie

